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Disclaimer

The primary objective of this report is to provide a broad starting point for discussion, rather
than a deep understanding of all factors. The secondary objective is to rationalise the
iCanStudy™ program in relation to these factors. As such, this document is a relatively
superficial and brief summary of multiple areas of research pertaining to learning skills. All
of these factors are considered at the core of the iCanStudy Program; however, this document
is not a comprehensive account of all factors and considerations. Due to the complexity of
learning science, only the most important ideas have been expressed, while dozens of subconcepts and nuances have been omitted for conciseness. Many of the concepts included in
this report are only discussed to a surface level of detail with nuanced discussion excluded,
especially with regard to the intricate interactions between higher-order thinking, cognitive
load theory, and self-motivation. Notably, this document entirely does not address any of the
following domains, which are of equal importance within the full program:
•

Growth mindsets and the implications on behaviour change, learner-centric
self-development, propensity for long-term academic success, and other
sequelae.

•

Mood and affective disorders, including internalising or externalising
emotional behavioural disorder, that can affect the learning process.

•

Habit formation and frameworks for behaviour change, specifically those
surrounding environment- and antecedent-focused methodologies that have a
lower likelihood of creating burnout cycles or willpower exhaustion.

•

Goal setting and effective planning, including reverse goal setting.

•

Decision-making, including frameworks for positional decision-making and
expected value predictions for wicked multivariate environments.
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Time and task management, including frameworks for prioritisation and
implications of scheduling, time-blocking, focus, and net productivity.

•

Focus and attention management, including the management of distractions or
procrastination triggers.

All of the above can have significant impacts on learning or the self-management
necessary to engage in effective learning under realistic and predictable pressures. Therefore,
they are all taught and guided through in considerable depth in an integrated fashion
throughout the iCanStudy program. However, as their influences on the learning process are
indirect, they will not be discussed in this report. A high-level overview of some of the key
considerations in effective learning has been mapped in figure 1. A high-resolution
downloadable PDF version is available for download at iCanStudy.com.

Figure 1: High-level map of learning considerations
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Background to the Report

Students engage in various activities in an attempt to increase their knowledge processing and
retention. The process of acquiring knowledge is called “learning”. Growing evidence
suggests that the conventional approaches to studying, particularly in academic settings, is
inefficient at meeting real-world demands. This is likely due to an extensive research-practice
gap in the educational field spanning multiple decades of delay between new research and
changes to mainstream practice (Neal et al., 2015), the highly multi-variate nature of learning
(Baars et al., 2020), and the inherent difficulty with measuring and observing the learning
process to progress research smoothly (Schnaubert & Schneider, 2022). Figure 2 represents
the conceptualisation of this delay. A high-resolution PDF is downloadable at
iCanStudy.com.

Figure 2: Practice-research-practice gap. In learning science, the total delay between problem and mainstream action is
approximately 30 to 50 years.

Moreover, the majority of the available research targets educators and instructional
design, leaving individual learners disempowered to independently optimise their learning.
As evidence-based practitioners with extensive experience with learners of all levels, the
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iCanStudy team has sought to reduce the gaps between research, practice, and individual
learners, while aiming to facilitate the development of critical, learner-centric research.
Subsequently iCanStudy have developed a novel, first-principles system of learning based on
the consilient synthesis of latest research. This report will outline the literature on some of
the most pertinent elements of the learning process and the relevant modifications or
considerations that comprise the iCanStudy cognitive retraining program. By examining the
state of the science in the broad field of learning science, we will derive the practical
implications, gaps in research and potential hypotheses for learner-centric strategy
development and instruction. Notably, this synthesis will take a practice-oriented view with
emphasis on research implications for individual students, rather than for educational
institutions.
High-level Conceptualisation of Learning in Practice
The iCanStudy™ program conceptualises learning based on an adapted AtkinsonShiffrin multi-store model of memory (Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1968). This model of memory,
and many like it, have received substantial valid criticism, especially regarding the rigid
structural model of memory, the broad categorisation of long-term memory, the proposed
characteristics of long-term memory, the separation of sensory memory, and the
oversimplification of the model (Chechile & Ehrensbeck, 1983; Izawa, 1999; Malmberg et
al., 2019). While we do not agree with many of the tenants of the model initially proposed by
Atkinson and Shiffrin (1968), the model serves as a convenient tool for establishing some
basic conceptualisations about learning. Figure 3 shows our adapted model of learning, which
has been modified to either eliminate or rework the most contentious elements. For
comprehensiveness, we have also presented basic principles of knowledge decay (i.e. the
forgetting of information that has previously attempted to be learned) and the forgetting curve
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(i.e. the rate at which knowledge decay occurs) in the same diagram, famously proposed by
Ebbinghaus (1885).

Figure 3: High-level conceptualisation of the learning process

In our model, sensory information enters the brain. This information is then processed
to be stored in memory through a process called “encoding”. Information stored in memory is
then retrieved or forgotten, where the act of retrieving can facilitate re-encoding. The model
also involves the following assumptions, theories, and hypotheses, which are not evident in
the diagram alone:
•

The desirable pathway for learning is for information to be encoded into
memory and retrieved for varying levels of knowledge mastery.

•

Learners are generally unable to significantly modify the raw sensory
information that enters the brain.

•

The way in which information is processed is directly related to the cognitive
processes that are activated during the learning event.
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Knowledge must be retrieved to be useful, and it must be retrieved at different
levels of complexity (knowledge mastery).

•

The ability to retain and retrieve information at one level does not necessarily
translate to the same ability at other levels.

•

The way in which information is processed by the brain directly affects how
strongly the information is encoded in the memory, as well as the level of
knowledge mastery it can be retrieved at. Subsequently, different cognitive
processes or combinations of processes result in different rates of knowledge
decay.

•

The way in which information is retrieved directly affects how effective the
re-encoding process is at strengthening the encoding of information in the
memory and the level of mastery it can be retrieved at.

•

9

Differences in procedural, conditional, and declarative knowledge are not
represented in this model (although they are covered comprehensively in the
iCanStudy™ program).

In practical contexts, we propose that a high rate of knowledge decay (i.e. a
proportionally high volume of information that is forgotten) results in less efficient learning
due to the additional time investment to relearn the forgotten information. In addition, high
levels of knowledge mastery are required to meet assessment criteria. Therefore, processes
that do not result in higher levels of mastery are also less efficient due to the additional time
investment to retrieve at the required knowledge level. This report will explore some of the
nuances of this learning process, as well as research to support our conceptual model. We
will focus on key elements that we have identified as practically significant for individual
learners.
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Introduction to Memory and Cognitive Load
Some sensory information is retained while some is forgotten. Improving memory with a
reduced reliance on repetition would help make studying less tedious, monotonous and timeconsuming. Furthermore, the metacognitive knowledge of effective learning can be
anticipated to empower students and facilitate their autonomy. This section will examine the
nature of memory from a cognitivist school of thought and establish some guidelines for
creating and evaluating study techniques.
Human Cognitive Architecture and Cognitive Load Theory
Cognitive load theory (CLT) leverages evolutionary theory to create instructional procedures
based on human cognitive architecture (Sweller, 2011). Originating as a grounded theory of
learning, CLT sought to unify the many fragmented and theoretically uncorrelated empirical
findings of learning under a cognitivist school of thought. It theorises that human information
processing and memory operate through the mobilisation of fixed cognitive resources. The
investment of cognitive resources, broadly referred to as “cognitive load”, is perceived as
mental effort, which can be defined as the “cognitive capacity that is actually allocated to
accommodate the demands imposed by the task” (Paas et al., 2003). Over the years, multiple
types and subtypes of cognitive load have been conceptualised with some debate; however,
the predominant two types that are more agreed upon are intrinsic load (cognitive load
associated with learning) versus extraneous load (all other cognitive load that does not benefit
the learning process). An extended discussion of the different types of cognitive load is of
limited practical utility for learners, and so will be omitted in this report. In sum, growing
evidence around CLT demonstrates that the strategic and optimal investment of cognitive
resources and the maintenance of cognitive load within certain parameters can produce more
efficient learning effects.
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CLT expands on the work by Geary (2008), who categorised knowledge into
biologically primary and secondary. Biologically primary knowledge is transgenerational
knowledge, including skills such as listening to speech and recognising faces (Geary &
Geary, 2007). This information may be genetically transferred and can be acquired easily
without explicit instruction. However, in some cases, students may need to be instructed that
certain transferable cognitive skills (known as “generic-cognitive skills”), such as
metacognition, can be applied in a domain-specific context. Notably, it is traditionally
thought that generic-cognitive skills do not need to be taught and may not be coachable
(Youssef-Shalala et al., 2014), a finding that iCanStudy disputes based on our own
evaluations.
On the other hand, biologically secondary knowledge is acquired through instruction.
For example, almost all domain-specific subject material learned in formal education is
secondary knowledge. The characteristics of and processes behind acquiring biologically
primary knowledge are different from those for acquiring biologically secondary knowledge.
As an important example, the current known limitations of human working memory are only
relevant to acquiring biologically secondary knowledge and skills (Sweller, 2011). As
explained by Sweller (2016b), once successfully acquired, this biologically secondary
knowledge is stored in our long-term memory via elements of human cognitive architecture,
which appear to follow several empirically discovered principles.
The differentiation of biologically primary and secondary knowledge is relevant for
educators and course creators considering optimal instructional design. However, for
individual learners, these categorisations are relatively unimportant as they do not
significantly impact the operational process of learning. Instead, attention should be geared
towards the principles of CLT. These principles can be activated through deliberate processes
and ultimately chained into an integrative, cognitively optimised learning system. The
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following is an incomplete list of some of the most pertinent cognitive principles identified
within CLT.
The Information Store Principle
The information store principle states that a large volume of information is stored in aspects
of our cognitive architecture through long-term memory. Though ontologically simple, it is
important to understand that differences in knowledge and skill are influenced by differences
in prior long-term knowledge as well as working memory capacity. For example, an expert
with a large body of long-term memory in a domain is likely to overwhelm the advantage of a
beginner with superior working memory through a higher proportion of automatic pattern
recognition (system 1) thinking, compared to the beginner’s reliance on slower problemsolving and cognitive load intensive (system 2) thinking (Kahneman, 2011). On the other
hand, two individuals with similar levels of knowledge could have different levels of skill
due to differences in their respective working memories. This dynamic relationship between
prior long-term knowledge and working memory capacity has been demonstrated in many
studies spanning a wide range of domains and disciplines (Chiesi et al., 1979; Egan &
Schwartz, 1979; Ericsson & Charness, 1994; Jeffries et al., 1981; Meinz & Hambrick, 2010;
Simon & Gilmartin, 1973; Sweller & Cooper, 1985).
The Borrowing and Reorganising Principle
Most biologically secondary information is taken or “borrowed” from the long-term
memories of others. While the act of taking information from others is biologically primary,
the techniques we might use to facilitate this, such as note-taking, are biologically secondary.
Once information has been acquired, it is then reorganised. Pieces of information that
conform with previously held memories become enhanced, while ones that do not align are
diminished (Bartlett & Bartlett, 1995). Whenever information is recalled, new information is
combined with existing information in our long-term memory, undergoing a constant process
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of recombination and reorganisation. Learning techniques that facilitate this borrowing and
reorganisation seem effective, exemplified by the worked examples instruction technique
outlined below (Renkl, 2014).
The Randomness as Genesis Principle
The borrowing and reorganising principle accounts for the majority of how biologically
secondary information is acquired, whereas the randomness as genesis principle accounts for
how this information was initially created. Drawing parallels with the concept of random
genetic mutation in the process of natural selection, human problem solving is theorised to
follow two potential pathways (Sweller, 2016b). First, if a problem is recognised via patterns
stored in long-term memory, the appropriate pattern can be retrieved and applied in the
situation, similar to a template. Second, if no such pattern exists, a “generate and test”
approach is followed, commonly as part of a means-end problem-solving strategy (Newell &
Simon, 1972). In this strategy, possible moves are chosen and tested for effectiveness. If a
tested solution reduces the difference between the current problem state and the goal state, it
is accepted and stored in long-term memory.
There are significant parallels between the process implied by the randomness as
genesis principle and the prolific experiential learning cycle by Kolb (2014). Interestingly,
there are also many conceptual parallels with the popular inquiry-based learning approach
(Khalaf, 2018), which Sweller (2021) himself admonished due to an apparent lack of both
theoretical and empirical support. We will later reconcile the apparently mutually exclusive
concepts of CLT and inquiry-based learning. In our experience, with novel modifications to
the implementation procedure, these strategies can augment each other.
The Narrow Limits of Change Principle
The inherent limitations of the working memory mean that it is not viable to process massive
volumes of novel information at once. This restricts the ability to test possibilities through
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randomness as genesis by limiting the number of combinations that can be processed in a
time period. Though Sweller (2016b) describes this dynamic as the working memory
protecting long-term knowledge structures from unmitigated, potentially harmful changes,
there is no clear evidence to suggest that it evolved as a primarily protective, naturally
selected feature. Instead, it may simply be that inherent limitations of the human working
memory prohibit large volumes of information from being processed, with protection being a
positive side effect. However, understanding the origin of this dynamic is functionally
irrelevant, and it is more pragmatic to plainly acknowledge that dramatic changes in
knowledge structures are not possible due to a cap set by the working memory. This
limitation has potentially significant implications when considering the formation of new
techniques, which will be discussed later.
The Environmental Organising and Linking Principle
This principle describes the characteristics of memory when retrieving information that has
already been encoded into long-term memory. While the narrow limits of change principle
prevents massive amounts of data from being encoded at once, there are no clear limits to the
amount of data that can be retrieved and utilised. As a result, the human brain appears
capable of retrieving remarkable quantities of information and manipulating this information
for a diverse range of applications, depending on the environmental signals and triggers that
necessitated the retrieval in the first place (Sweller, 2016b). We hypothesise that working
memory limitations during encoding can be functionally overcome through frequent cycles of
encoding and retrieval, leveraging the brain’s ability to mobilise vast volumes of information,
which may facilitate the encoding of novel information in a positive feedback cycle. This
hypothesis will be developed further with our studying system.
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The Self-Regulation Principle
Self-regulation is a recent area of growing research in CLT. It focuses on how learners are
able to manage and optimise their cognitive load (with or without educator facilitation).
Effective self-regulation has been shown to protect against dramatically changing learning
environments and pressures, such as during COVID-19 lockdowns (Hadwin et al., 2022),
enhance the achievement and significance of learning events from current techniques (Bjork
et al., 2013; Oudman et al., 2022), as well as overcome barriers and learning obstacles that
are inherent when learning through cognitively suboptimal instruction (Roodenrys et al.,
2012). Unfortunately, there are several crucial challenges to developing self-regulatory
practices. Not only is self-regulation an extremely multifactorial skill that is intricately
influenced by learners’ metacognition (Schnaubert & Schneider, 2022), but the very concept
of training learners to become proficient at it is in its infancy (de Bruin et al., 2020; McDaniel
& Einstein, 2020). To the best of our knowledge, our system is the first program through
which generic-cognitive skills of self-regulation practices have been consistently trained in a
cross-domain setting, while producing significant positive results in learner outcomes.
Practical challenges with teaching effective self-regulation will be discussed later.
Orders of Learning
The activities and processes involved in cognitively optimum learning closely resemble those
of higher-order thinking skills (HOTS), which sit within a broader field of higher-order
learning (HOL). HOTS and HOL are not considered as concepts or principles within CLT;
however, we have noticed a practical advantage to understanding these terms to appreciate
the full scope of learning efficiency, as will be described in this section.
Levels of thinking have previously been categorised by learning theorists. The most
prominent categorisation is Bloom’s revised taxonomy (Conklin, 2005), which categorises
levels of knowledge mastery into six stages, commonly clustered further into two main
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divisions: lower-order thinking and higher-order thinking. The goal of studying requires both
divisions; however, the latter is more emphasised as learners progress through education. In
professional contexts, the need for lower-order learning is minimal.
Lower-order learning is reinforced by the requirement to memorise concepts,
definitions, terminologies, and facts which serve as a foundation for higher levels of
knowledge. Common strategies are highlighting and writing summary notes, using
flashcards, and implementing the “cover, copy, check” method. However, this form of
learning tends to emphasise the isolation of ideas for the sake of surface memorisation.
Counterproductively, a heavy focus on lower-order knowledge acquisition results in a very
time-consuming and tedious experience of reading. With the vast workload at the university
level, these strategies are often unviable or unsustainable.
Studying for higher-order learning requires learners to be focused on evaluating
information with purpose and attention to context. Although theorists still debate the exact
scope and definition of higher-order thinking (Lewis & Smith, 1993), a characteristic feature
that tends to distinguish it from lower-order thinking is that learners do not view information
in isolation; rather, they engage in a comparative process whereby they make judgements
(e.g. explicit and implicit importance) and prioritisations on relationships between ideas (e.g.
identifying which influences and relationships are more important in varying contexts).
Learners must also apply ideas and consider the consequences of applying knowledge (e.g.
the implications of changing actions or perspectives on other related factors). To engage in
higher-order learning, crucial strategies that learners should use are comparing ideas against
each other; identifying relationships; prioritising and making judgements on the nature and
importance of the relationships; considering the purpose of information and how it can be
applied; and focusing on creating clear and explicit networks of information rather than
simply understanding isolated concepts.
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Practical Implications of Cognitive Load Theory
Sweller (2016b) posits that extraneous cognitive load must be reduced through explicit
instruction to overcome working memory limitations. This position is strongly supported by
research on effective instructional techniques. For example, in a review by Renkl (2014), the
usage of multiple worked examples was significantly superior in efficacy and time-efficiency
compared to observational learning or analogical problem-solving. In the worked examples
model of learning, skills are initially acquired through reviewing multiple problems with
worked solutions. It is hypothesised that this approach reduces the extraneous and learningirrelevant cognitive load, thereby improving the learner’s ability for schema construction
(Renkl, 2014). This model follows the skills acquisition phases, initially outlined by VanLehn
(1996), of (a) principle encoding; (b) learning to solve problems and repairing knowledge
gaps; and (c) automation. However, explicit instruction from only the instructor is insufficient
for effective learning.
As Renkl (2014) notes, the effectiveness of using worked examples for learning
depends on the learners’ own abilities to elaborate and rationalise the solutions for
themselves. Students who can self-explain, either spontaneously or through prompting, were
found to be superior at solving novel problems (Hilbert & Renkl, 2009; Renkl, 1997).
Furthermore, spontaneous self-explanations may be superior to prompted self-explanations
(Hilbert & Renkl, 2009; Schworm & Renkl, 2006). The factors that influence a students’
ability to spontaneously self-explain are countless and not clearly mapped in the current
research landscape. A pertinent consideration is the balance between extraneous and intrinsic
cognitive load, which we have briefly discussed so far. The optimisation of intrinsic load is a
threshold concept that will guide all techniques discussed later.
In actual learning practice, numerous variables interact with each other, finely
modifying the cognitive load at any given time. Some of these combinations produce
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predictable effects that have been defined and named. For example, the split-attention effect
describes the increase in extraneous cognitive load when a learner splits their attention
between multiple sources of information that must be integrated (Sweller, 2011). The
redundancy effect describes when elements in the learning material are unnecessary to
encode information, and extraneous load is required to process and distinguish necessary
from unnecessary information (Sweller, 2011). Sweller (2016b) notes that most cognitive
load effects, in practice, result from improper instruction creating extraneous load.
Moreover, other cognitive load effects are secondary to the optimisation of intrinsic
cognitive load. For example, the variability effect describes when intrinsic cognitive load is
enhanced through variable elements in the learning material or experience, improving
learning outcomes (Paas & Van Merriënboer, 1994; Sweller, 2011). This phenomenon shares
striking similarities with the highly researched and established practice of interleaving for
skills development, which also has similar empirical findings (Taylor & Rohrer, 2010). Thus,
the variability effect on cognitive load may partially explain the efficacy of interleaving. As
another example, the generation effect occurs when learners have greater test performance by
generating their own responses rather than being given instructional guidance (Chen et al.,
2015). Where many elements are interacting with each other in the learning material,
guidance can be beneficial to help manage the high cognitive load, while it can be harmful
when working memory load is light (Sweller, 2016b). This reduction of cognitive overload
seems to disproportionately affect students with a low level of prior knowledge, while those
with higher prior knowledge are harmed by reducing intrinsic cognitive load (Ayres, 2006).
Students engaging in generative learning are exposed to confusion and discomfort inherent to
higher levels of cognitive load. Consequently, they can report a preference for non-generative
instructional guidance (King, 1992; Wittrock, 1989), although their results may be
significantly worse without generative techniques (Ritchie & Volkl, 2000; Wittrock, 2010).
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This is explained by the illusion of fluency, whereby individuals tend to overestimate the
depth of their knowledge (Carey, 2015) and believe that mastery over something has been
achieved when it has not (Lang, 2016). This illusion is congruent with the Dunning-Kruger
effect (Dunning, 2011) which describes the general overconfidence of the under-informed.
Of particular practical importance is the expertise reversal effect. This effect describes
the reduction or even reversal of an instructional procedure’s efficacy when the learner has a
higher level of expertise. While high element interactivity can increase intrinsic load in
novices and create superior learning outcomes, for example with worked examples, the level
of interactivity between elements reduces as an individual gains expertise, causing an effect
reduction and eventual reversal (Kalyuga et al., 2001). This effect occurs because novices
may perceive information as isolated individual elements, imposing a high cognitive load on
the working memory. On the other hand, experts can see multiple elements as a simplified,
single element, reducing working memory load. Thus, high element interactivity, which
induces a high working memory load, can be reduced by greater domain expertise.
As such, the aforementioned snowball effect is hypothesised for learning, where
greater domain expertise increases the ability to process larger volumes of information. These
observations of working memory are directly mirrored and extended with research on
chunking theory, which describes a method of functionally bypassing working memory
limitations through recoding of information into larger, related units, called “chunks” (Gobet
& Clarkson, 2004; Gobet et al., 2001; Thalmann et al., 2019). Related to the expertise
reversal effect and element interactivity effect is the isolated elements effect, which states
that if information causes cognitive overload, it may need to be isolated and broken up, and
reconstituted later from individual, isolated elements (Sweller, 2016a). We will modify this
sequence in a novel way to reduce the amount of unnecessary isolation in our study system,
while facilitating the snowball effect.
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The transient information effect is relevant for modern formal learning. This effect
describes the transient nature of information consumption in presentations or lectures. When
presented in written form, complex information can be recoded more carefully, and cognitive
load can be reduced to more optimum levels (Sweller, 2016a). However, this is not often in
the learner's control, and therefore students should engage in preparatory strategies to reduce
cognitive load, even without comprehensive written material being available. In our study
system, students can functionally bypass the limitations of the transient information effect by
increasing their expertise through semantic priming.
Additional Considerations for Cognitive Load Theory in Practice
There are a number of additional minor findings to help guide the application of CLT. Firstly,
there is no substantial evidence to suggest that working memory capacity cannot be trained,
though it is an underlying assumption behind most cognitive load research (Sweller, 2020).
This assumption seems unlikely given the research on neuroplasticity indicating that the
human brain can undergo an astonishing level of adaptation (Bruel-Jungerman et al., 2007;
Sagi et al., 2012). Secondly, visual encoding appears to be less restricted than verbal
encoding, with cognitive resources required to encode visual information remaining stable,
even if the pace of information presentation is increased beyond optimal verbal encoding
limits (Lang et al., 1999). The iCanStudy Program is designed with a hypothesis that
functional working memory can be developed through effective learning processes, while
leveraging the higher capacity for learning of visual encoding.
Practical Barriers to Effective Learning
Misinterpreted Effort
To achieve higher-order thinking, learners must invest more cognitive resources (Afflerbach
et al., 2015) and exert greater mental effort (Leppink & Pérez-Fuster, 2019). Although this
process is beneficial for learning based on CLT (Sweller, 2016a), a commonly observed
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barrier is learners’ counterproductive response to increased effort—a phenomenon called the
“misinterpreted-effort hypothesis” (Kirk-Johnson et al., 2019) whereby learners tend to view
increased effort as poor learning and therefore use less effective strategies (Baars et al., 2020;
Carpenter et al., 2020; Groep, 2021). This adverse response to effort causes learners to opt for
less effective learning techniques which ultimately increase the difficulty for them to perform
at their desired level. As a result, despite investing time and effort into studying, learners
consistently make decisions about their usage of learning strategies that are detrimental to
their learning goals (Roodenrys et al., 2012).
The reason for this response is complex. It may be due to inadequate metacognition
with regard to learning processes (i.e. meta-learning) or because of educational assessments
(e.g. predictable keywords on marking rubrics that can be superficially memorised and
inserted) that allow for mimicry of expertise rather than genuine mastery (Didau, 2015;
Schnaubert & Schneider, 2022; Zaidi et al., 2018). Furthermore, learners are often disinclined
to synthesise ideas and build knowledge mastery when they do not have much time.
Practical Consequences of the Misinterpreted-Effort Hypothesis
The consequences of the misinterpreted-effort hypothesis are dire. Modern curriculums are
increasing in content and assessment volume (Schleicher, 2018) while competitive academic
degrees such as medicine and dentistry are becoming even more competitive (Bound et al.,
2009). Subsequently, the average hours spent on studying is also increasing (Dominguez &
Novak, 2019). Research on youth mental health shows a global trend of increasing mood and
affective mental health problems such as depression, burnout, and anxiety, with one of the
most consistently dominant stressors being academic pressure (Australian Government
Department of Health, 2015; Erskine et al., 2017; Kalberg et al., 2011; Lee & Larson, 2000;
Mayes & Howell, 2018; Merikangas et al., 2010).
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To manage these challenges, students may place a high value on using time-efficient
learning strategies that help them perform well in these competitive assessments, even if they
unknowingly make decisions that reduce their performance. For example, the usage of
flashcards with spaced retrieval is a commonly used strategy, with some studies reporting
over 80% of students utilising it (Wissman et al., 2012). However, despite students investing
their limited time in using this strategy, there is insufficient research to indicate that this
strategy is effective at helping students achieve high grades for most subjects when assessed
at the varying levels of knowledge mastery required in a typical assessment (Carpenter et al.,
2020). This topic of flashcards and spaced retrieval strategies are discussed in depth later.
The Time-Efficiency Trap of Lower-Order Learning
Many students express a tendency towards lower-order thinking because it allows them to
cover content faster. However, this thinking does not take into account multiple other
variables that dictate performance and learning success. Lower-order thinking is faster at a
surface level but much more time-consuming to reach the higher-order levels demanded of
learners in senior secondary school, university, and beyond. Evidence suggests that learners
who struggle to engage in higher-order thinking find it difficult to engage with material at the
depth of knowledge expected from their program (Zoller, 2016). From a time investment
standpoint, learning also has a snowball effect whereby it is easier to learn about a topic when
there is more prior knowledge about it (Ayres, 2006). Growing research suggests that higherorder thinking helps to build prior knowledge schemas more efficiently and deeply than
lower-order thinking (Liu et al., 2021). Conversely, the isolated nature of lower-order
thinking means that learners can struggle to become more efficient over time as they fail to
efficiently build leverageable schemas for future learning. This may manifest in content
overwhelm when a learner is faced with high reading loads, creating an entrenched cycle of
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high workload followed by inefficient learning strategies, resulting in higher academic
pressures and lower confidence to use alternative strategies.
Overcoming the Misinterpreted-Effort Hypothesis
The erroneous monitoring judgements students make have been noted as a significant barrier
to student learning improvement. Researchers have explored whether effort can be selfmonitored alongside metacognitive training to help students make more beneficial decisions
about their learning strategies (Kirk-Johnson et al., 2019). The “cue utilisation framework” is
often used to describe learners’ decision-making processes (Koriat, 1997). In this framework,
the effort is seen as a cue that is monitored by the learner. The cue is processed and the
learner makes a judgement. In the context of learners making decisions about their learning
strategies, their “monitoring judgements” can be considered disadvantageous as learners
decide not to use more effective techniques due to the cue of high effort being monitored.
Interestingly, learners seem to have at least a partially accurate ability to monitor effort,
despite having poor eventual judgement (Carpenter et al., 2020). As Bosch et al. (2021)
remark in their investigation of the behaviours of successful students, students tend to use
fewer learning strategies than they originally intended to and more work is necessary to help
guide students towards adopting effective ones.
Measuring Effort and Cognitive Load
Several researchers have attempted to improve monitoring judgements through the usage of
self-reports and metacognition. The earliest and potentially most common measure of
cognitive load is the Paas scale (Paas, 1992) which is rapid to administer and continues to be
used to this day. This scale has repeatedly shown that instructional design that optimises
cognitive load increases test scores (Sweller, 2011). Some studies have even been so specific
as to find that a continuous numerical measurement such as a 0 to 100% scale was more
accurate and reliable for measuring cognitive load effects on complex problem solving than
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standard nine-point Likert scales (Ouwehand et al., 2021). However, the measurement of
cognitive load and effort is an area of sparse research and scholars have noted a need for
further investigation in this field (Baars et al., 2020; Händel et al., 2020).
Outside of CLT, researchers have attempted to more broadly measure metacognition
and the effect it has on learning through other tools. One of the most prominent and wellresearched measures is the Learning and Study Strategies Inventory (LASSI), initially
developed by Weinstein et al. (1987). The latest LASSI 3rd Edition (Weinstein et al., 2016)
features 60 questions across six subscales; it seeks to help students gauge their own usages of
learning and study strategies, as well as educators implement useful interventions to provide
targeted support for the students. The LASSI is based on Weinstein’s (2017) Model of
Strategic Learning (MSL), which categorises learning into skill, will, and self-regulation. The
skill and will categories include three subscales each, while self-regulation includes four. The
LASSI was the first measurement tool that was designed for diagnostic purposes and has seen
widespread usage in educational institutions around the world. A recent rigorous metaanalysis of LASSI by Fong et al. (2021) found low to moderate positive correlations with
LASSI scores to grades and GPA. While the magnitude of correlation was not high, the
consistency of findings demonstrated that the LASSI had a high level of utility for broadly
assessing student learning and usage of learning strategies. However, this questionnaire was
developed to be an all-encompassing, broad measure of student learning strategy and does not
directly correlate mental effort with monitoring judgements. Instead, students filling in the
LASSI have already made monitoring judgements and their cognitive processes are measured
after a learning strategy has already been used.
In later years, some researchers challenged the validity of self-reported measures of
metacognition, including perceived cognitive load. The premise was that self-reported
measures have been sometimes inaccurate (Hadwin et al., 2007), which has prompted
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research in more objective trace measurements such as keystrokes and mouse click patterns
to make inferences on learning beliefs and behaviours (Boekaerts & Corno, 2005). In
response, McCardle and Hadwin (2015) considered the measurement of self-regulation as an
activity where learners’ self-assessments were critical to the monitoring and decision-making
process. They posited that inaccuracies in self-reporting are important to consider as part of
the learners’ self-regulatory processes. Supporting this view, a recent review of
metacognition self-reporting concluded that self-reports offer valuable insights into the
awareness and accuracy of students, reinforcing the position that self-reports are not only
valid, but are a fundamentally indispensable method of measuring monitoring judgements
(Craig et al., 2020).
Ultimately, when considering the domains of research presented in this report, there is
an opportunity to consolidate existing research to better inform practice. Evidence thus far
suggests that cognitive load optimised learning strategies are being selected against due to the
misinterpreted-effort hypothesis. Promisingly, learner metacognition can improve selfregulatory behaviours to combat this negative effect, and perceived cognitive load may be
measurable through self-reporting. However, there is currently no established practice that
involves measuring students’ cognitive load through self-assessment to try and improve selfregulatory behaviours and promote more beneficial monitoring judgements. Therefore, the
iCanStudy program integrates a metacognitive training component to enhance learners’
ability for cognitive load self-assessment. These components have been shown to be grossly
effective based on current data; however, further research is needed to characterise the
parameters of effectiveness and the consistency of results.
Practical Challenges of Utilising Effort as a Cue
Recent research indicates that while mental effort can be detected, there are likely to be
numerous unexplored moderators that influence its effect on behaviour. One prominent
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moderator is motivation. Baars and Wijnia (2018) performed a study on 178 Dutch secondary
school students to examine how motivational profiles of students, including their perceptions
of mental effort, affected their ability to self-regulate. They hypothesised that students with
higher motivation would demonstrate greater self-regulatory capabilities than those with low
motivation. To assess this, students sat a pre-test on a topic that had not been covered in their
curriculum, followed by a video teaching about self-regulated learning and a 0 to 100 selfreported assessment of their perceived confidence to be self-effective at studying the topic.
Students were then shown a series of videos on the curriculum topic and given a post-test
with problem-solving questions that were isomorphic from the pre-test. After each question,
students rated themselves on perceived mental effort, performance, and made a choice on
whether they wanted to re-study the relevant concepts. Upon completion, students completed
a motivation questionnaire. On analysis of the results, the authors found that students with
higher motivational profiles tended to have higher monitoring accuracy and learning
outcomes than those with poor motivation. The correlations were low to moderate, though
statistically significant as determined by their p-value. Therefore, the authors concluded that
motivation has an influence on a student’s ability to self-regulate their learning and the
amount of effort they are willing to invest. This finding is intuitive and predictable, but
important to consider when attempting to use effort itself as a cue for more productive selfregulation.
In an examination of the consistency of effort as a cue, Blissett et al. (2018)
investigated if mental effort was used as a cue to make judgements about diagnostic certainty
for medical doctors. They also investigated if perceived effort was correlated to the accuracy
of the diagnoses. A total of 22 medical doctors from a single centre in Canada participated in
the study. Their diagnostic certainties were self-reported on a scale from 0 to 100%, and their
cognitive efforts were measured using the Paas scale (Paas, 1992). Diagnostic accuracy was
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coded binarily as either correct or incorrect. On analysis, the authors found a moderate
negative correlation between mental effort and diagnostic accuracy, indicating that diagnoses
made with higher effort were more likely to be incorrect. Their findings support both that
effort can be consistently self-reported, and that effort is inversely correlated to perceptions
of certainty and objective accuracy. However, the moderate level of magnitude in correlation
reinforces the notion that other factors are likely to be influential, and the small sample size
puts this study at high risk of confounding effects and random error.
Suitability of Current Methods of Effort Measurement
Instead of examining the utility of effort as a cue, some of the research focused on how
appropriate the accepted methods are for measuring and analysing effort. Vangsness and
Young (2021) hypothesised that the frequency at which learners were overtly asked to judge
the difficulty of their learning could have an unnatural influence on their cue use and
judgement accuracy. In their lab-based experiments, 100 participants were recruited in
exchange for research credit, with 59 participants completing the experimental task. A multilevel analysis was used which allowed the usage of partial and incomplete data sets. The task
consisted of identifying a target circle from an array of distractor items within a time limit.
This process repeated for approximately one hour with difficulty increasing through more
indistinguishable distractor items. On analysis, the authors found that more frequent overt
prompts to make judgements on difficulty correlated to a higher tendency to utilise inaccurate
and extraneous cues, as well as reduced performance in a standardized assessment. This study
is the first and only of its kind to examine how the frequency of prompts affects cue
utilisation. Although the study was limited in that their experiments did not feature control
groups, isolated changes in variables, or task conditions that closely reflect broader authentic
academic challenges, the findings suggest that the frequency of metacognitive self-reporting
may influence natural cue utilisation behaviours. It is also possible that due to volunteer bias,
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the participants may be more invested in learning efficacy and have more positive
motivational profiles. As Baars and Wijnia (2018) demonstrated, this could have an impact
on the willingness to invest effort and therefore habitual tendencies of effort-based cue
utilisation.
Moreover, the conventional linear model of perceived effort has recently been
challenged. Typically, mental effort is correlated with performance through a linear
measurement of each variable. While these results are easy to understand, they are likely to
be inaccurate if the relationships between variables are non-linear. In response, Leppink and
Pérez-Fuster (2019) conducted a study reanalysing the data from four recent publications that
had measured self-reported effort. Upon reanalysis, the authors found some evidence that
mental effort may not be linearly correlated to workload, response time, and certainty. Most
notably, a cubic relationship was found between mental effort and certainty, wherein the
results suggest that there may be a reduced ability to distinguish high or low levels of
certainty within a significant range of mental effort.
The non-linear relationship between effort and certainty is directly contradictory to
the findings from previous linear models which suggested that individuals can accurately
distinguish high and low levels of certainty within the full range of mental effort. With
respect to this review, it calls into question the statistical validity of the findings in other
studies, which did not specify the usage of a non-linear model to analyse the relationships
between effort and other variables. Indeed, it is likely that the magnitude of correlation in the
other studies may change if the analysis used a non-linear regression model. This is
disconcerting in cases like Blissett et al. (2018) where they used the extremely popular Paas
scale (Paas et al., 2003; Paas, 1992) to measure cognitive load, which has almost exclusively
been used and validated against other variables with linear models.
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Discussion of Key Findings Relating to Mental Effort Measurement
The relationship between mental effort and monitoring judgements is complex, especially
with consideration of recent research. Prior reviews and meta-analyses on self-regulation and
metacognition measurement suggest that mental effort is likely to be a reliable subcomponent
of metacognition that can be self-assessed (Craig et al., 2020; Händel et al., 2020; van Gog et
al., 2020). These findings are at least partially supported by Blissett et al. (2018) and
Vangsness and Young (2021). However, it is likely that the relationship between mental
effort and actual self-regulatory behaviour, including monitoring judgements, is non-linear
and much more multi-factorial (Baars & Wijnia, 2018; Leppink & Pérez-Fuster, 2019).
Despite thousands of papers published in just the last few years, there is almost no focus on
the integration of cognitive load measurement and the effect it can have on improving
learners’ decision-making and monitoring judgements. This is surprising, given the clear
emphasis for future research in this area stipulated by prior reviews and meta-analyses (Paas
et al., 2003; Sweller, 2018).
Furthermore, even if mental effort monitoring produced predictable and consistent
results, Leppink and Pérez-Fuster (2019) suggest that current linear models and measurement
scales may be fundamentally unsuited to evaluate how effort correlates to other variables.
Given the lack of wider research on alternative methods of cognitive load measurement
outside of the popular Paas scale (Paas, 1992), the unsuitability of linear measurements could
be problematic in that a suitable measurement tool may not be available for practical usage.
Recently, the measurement of gaze-shift frequency in clinical ultrasound interpretation has
been inversely correlated with Paas scores (Aldekhyl et al., 2018). The hypothesis behind
gaze-shift frequency is that those with greater expertise may require less time looking at
certain areas of information, leading to a more frequent shift in gaze (Sweller, 2018).
Measurement of gaze-shift frequency may therefore provide an alternative method of
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cognitive load measurement, which may confer an added benefit of continuous measurement
without overt prompting. This may additionally influence their natural cue utilisation
behaviours as Vangsness and Young (2021) posited. However, this method of measurement
is not easily accessible for most practitioners and does not give insight into the students’
metacognition, which is an important variable in evaluating the self-regulatory process
(McCardle & Hadwin, 2015). Further research on appropriate measurement tools for
assessing effort and cognitive load is indicated.
In conclusion, while there is no empirical support to suggest the superiority of effort
monitoring, there is no theoretical or empirical evidence of a significant negative
consequence either, as long as the frequency of monitoring is not excessive (Vangsness &
Young, 2021). It is unclear as to the exact frequency at which monitoring could be deemed
excessive and it is unlikely that this will be an objectively consistent number for all
individuals and contexts. In this regard, practitioners will have to take care and be observant
to whether overt prompting for effort monitoring is disruptive to their learning process or not.
Summarily, educators may wish to consider training students on responding more positively
to mental effort and helping them identify high and low effort cues explicitly. This
recommendation is theoretically justifiable with minimal risk of harm, despite a lack of
empirical support at this time.
Retrieval, Active Recall, and Spacing
“Retrieval practice” refers to any activity requiring learners to recall previously encoded
information from their long-term memory. There is little doubt that retrieval is superior to
restudying, as demonstrated by multiple meta-analyses (Adesope et al., 2017; Rowland,
2014). Moreover, decades of research have shown that the spacing of retrieval episodes
improves knowledge retention (Latimier et al., 2021). However, the limitations of spacing
and the parameters within which these beneficial effects can be produced are far from clear.
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In this section, I will briefly summarise some of the salient findings of spaced retrieval
practice while emphasising the substantial limitations of existing research when extrapolating
on them to make broad practical recommendations, as is commonly done. Note that a deeper
understanding of the many potential theoretical explanations for the spacing effect does not
offer a practical advantage at this time, so such discussion will be omitted from this review.
Based on a review of recent research, the following statements about spaced retrieval are
empirically supported.
•

Retrieval practice is more beneficial when cognitive load is higher and more
demanding during retrieval (Adesope et al., 2017).

•

Gaining feedback that their answers are correct when students are highly
confident in their answers can be an inefficient use of time for them (Hays et
al., 2010).

•

Students’ predictions of recall performance do not correlate with actual
performance (Karpicke & Roediger, 2008).

•

Receiving delayed feedback on answers may be more beneficial for long-term
memory than immediate feedback, but only when the delayed feedback is
thoroughly examined (Butler et al., 2007). In general, receiving feedback at all
only has a slightly greater effect compared to no feedback (Adesope et al.,
2017), and retrieval seems to be beneficial, regardless of whether it was
correct or not (Carneiro et al., 2021).

•

Retrieval with testing is more effective than restudying by a moderate effect
size of g = 0.51, which “is arguably the most accurate indicator of the benefits
of retrieval practice” (Adesope et al., 2017).

•

Students commonly use rereading as a strategy (Karpicke et al., 2009) which
is ineffective at improving test outcomes or retention (Callender & McDaniel,
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2009). However, using rereading increases students’ false sense of mastery
and overconfidence (Koriat & Bjork, 2005).
•

Both adolescent and adult learners are overwhelmingly unable to identify
effective revision techniques. They are much more likely to identify easier
revision techniques as more effective (Birnbaum et al., 2013; Kornell et al.,
2010; Zulkiply & Burt, 2013), even when directly informed on which
techniques are objectively superior (Logan et al., 2012; Simon & Bjork, 2001).

•

Expanding spacing intervals does not seem to clearly improve learning
outcomes compared to fixed spacing schedules (Latimier et al., 2021);
however, the research is heavily conflicted, and conclusions cannot be made.

•

Some studies suggest that when knowledge must be retained for longer, longer
spacing intervals may be associated with better test performance (Cepeda et
al., 2009; Greving & Richter, 2018).

•

The positive effects of spacing seem to be present across age groups,
knowledge domains, knowledge levels, and working memory capacities
(Adesope et al., 2017; Latimier et al., 2021).

•

Retrieval seems to enhance learning new information, even after interpolated
testing stops (Chan et al., 2020). This is attributed to the forward testing effect
(Chan et al., 2018; Kliegl & Bäuml, 2021).

Limitations of Current Research
Several limitations to the current state of science on spacing impose considerable caveats to
its application. Most notably, the vast majority of studies examining the effect of spacing are
laboratory-based (approximately 89%) compared to classroom-based (Adesope et al., 2017).
Classroom studies have much higher variability in study time, extrinsic motivation, and
multiple interference variables (Roediger & Karpicke, 2006). Fewer studies still examine the
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effect for students using spaced repetition techniques independent of class (Adesope et al.,
2017). As Latimier et al. (2021) remark in their meta-analysis of spaced retrieval practice,
“diversity of experimental settings (particular stimuli, test types, population) was limited,
making it impossible to fully address the moderating effects of these factors”.
This lack of research in real-world academic settings is relevant from a student’s
perspective, as the student is not in control of how their class is facilitated. Thus, even if
spaced testing is effective in classroom settings, this does not help a student in a class that
does not facilitate spaced testing. In addition, laboratory testing and even classroom studies
do not sufficiently account for the range of other academic pressures a student must navigate,
including the presence of multiple academic subjects with varied methods of instruction or
the time spent on homework, which may in itself be harmful to the student (FernándezAlonso et al., 2017).
Furthermore, most studies do not test retention after a testing retrieval episode longer
than one day, with longer time-delay studies measuring still less than one week (Adesope et
al., 2017). Studies measuring the effect of spaced retrieval across weeks in realistic
educational settings are exceedingly rare across several decades of studies (Carpenter, 2017).
The studies that have measured retrieval across longer intervals do sufficiently demonstrate
some form of long-term benefit for learning (Bahrick et al., 1993; Bahrick & Hall, 2005;
Rawson & Dunlosky, 2013), but the character of this benefit is still unclear. For example,
Smith and Scarf (2017) reviewed studies of spaced retrieval across exclusively longer time
scales for language learning. They found patterns not present in short-term data, such as the
lack of benefit of spacing to help learn words and grammar among adults. To our knowledge,
no studies have examined the effect of spaced retrieval in a setting that matches all of the
following conditions, despite these conditions being representative of reality for nearly all
secondary and tertiary students:
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adolescents or young adults;

•

realistic educational settings;

•

realistic assessments;

•

spacing intervals across weeks;

•

multiple simultaneous subjects.
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In addition, although spaced retrieval is undoubtedly effective, the magnitude of this
effect may be exaggerated by popular media. The vast majority of studies compare the usage
of spaced retrieval to no spaced retrieval or non-testing study activity such as rereading
(Adesope et al., 2017). Even when spaced retrieval is shown to be significantly effective,
individual results range widely, with results for some individuals who use spaced retrieval
being lower than those who do not use it (Adesope et al., 2017). The size of beneficial effects
are mostly moderate. When publication bias or moderating factors are accounted for, there
are very few large (g ≥ 0.8) or very large effect sizes (g ≥ 1.3), even in laboratory and
controlled classroom studies. Larger effect sizes are often countered by significant
heterogeneity between studies, sometimes showing a small effect for the same outcome
(Latimier et al., 2021). Ultimately, the moderate effect sizes suggest that it is unlikely that an
individual will receive a dramatic improvement in any learning outcome using primarily
spaced retrieval. The wide variability in results has not been explained or reconciled
(Latimier et al., 2021), indicating that while spaced retrieval is effective at a population level,
moderating factors have considerable influence on individual results.
By evaluating spaced retrieval through the lens of CLT, these variations can be
explained. A growing number of studies have found that when cognitive load is outside of its
optimal range due to the over- or under-activation of cognitive effects, performance
improvements of spaced retrieval are not consistently observed (Carpenter et al., 2020; Chen
et al., 2018a; Chen et al., 2018b; Sweller et al., 2019). For example, studies that utilise a
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method of retrieval that activates beneficial cognitive effects, such as the generation effect or
testing effect, tend to demonstrate a more robust association with better performance
outcomes (Schwieren et al., 2017), especially when the student generates self-explanations of
the concepts during retrieval (Bielaczyc et al., 1995; Schworm & Renkl, 2006).
In accordance with CLT, the effectiveness of using worked examples for learning
depends on the learners’ own ability to elaborate and rationalise the solutions to themselves
(Renkl, 2014). Students who can self-explain, either spontaneously or through prompting,
were found to be superior at solving novel problems (Hilbert & Renkl, 2009; Renkl, 1997).
Retrieval methods that encourage spontaneous self-explanations tend to be superior for
retention compared to prompted self-explanations where a cue is provided before retrieval,
which is congruent with existing research in CLT (Hilbert & Renkl, 2009; Schworm &
Renkl, 2006).
More focused research on the relationship between spaced retrieval and CLT also
show the parameters of spacing effectiveness. For example, Sweller (2016b) posits that
extraneous and unhelpful cognitive load must be reduced to overcome working memory
limitations. In a Chinese laboratory study of 1,032 university students, C. Yang et al. (2020)
demonstrated that spaced testing has the greatest effect on those with low working memory
capacities compared to those with high working memory capacities. This finding is consistent
with those of a prior study by Agarwal et al. (2017) in a laboratory study of 166 students
from Washington University. Notably, the forward testing effect in isolation has been shown
to be effective and independent of the working memory capacity (Pastötter & Frings, 2019);
however, this finding does not consider spacing. These observations are theoretically logical
as students with lower working memory capacities encode less into their long-term
memories, increasing the relative proportion of information that would be forgotten without
adequate spaced retrieval.
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Conclusion
Some recommendations regarding spacing are reasonably safe to make at an institutional
level. However, the research is far from being able to extrapolate the findings into precise
recommendations for secondary and tertiary students, the majority of whom do not have
active facilitation of spaced testing during class. We may even be decades away from having
this level of research due to the exponentially increasing difficulty in controlling for multiple
interference effects in more real-world settings. Nevertheless, we can reasonably conclude
that incorporating some element of spaced retrieval is highly likely to have some positive
effect. This effect is most likely to be moderate, though it may be reduced for those with
higher working memory capacity. While potentially longer spacing intervals may benefit test
performance, specific guidelines on exact scheduling cannot be made. If a learner is already
using spaced retrieval, there is certainly no evidence basis to suggest that relying more on
spaced retrieval would have a positive real-world benefit.
In our experience, the heavy reliance on spaced repetition for learning modern
curriculum under modern assessment criteria is often associated with more isolated and
superficial processing and a tendency for rote learning. The offloading of information into
superficially processed notes or flashcards seems to reduce cognitive load below optimal
levels during encoding sessions. In the context of studying multiple subjects, limited time,
and the need for higher-orders of learning in assessments, we have observed an inverted-U
effect on the benefit of spaced retrieval, whereby results and mental health are negatively
impacted at high levels of spaced retrieval, due to the inherently repetitive and timeconsuming nature of this strategy. This effect may become apparent only for those studying
more challenging material, higher total volumes of material, learning at a faster pace, or
aiming for higher test scores. Therefore, we hypothesise that (a) spaced retrieval is optimally
effective when augmenting a studying system that primarily optimises intrinsic cognitive load
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and (b) spaced retrieval has a negative effect on test outcomes and mental health when
encoding and recoding processes are below an intrinsic load threshold.
Inquiry-Based Learning
Fundamentals of Inquiry-Based Learning
First proposed over 60 years ago (Bruner, 1961), inquiry-based learning (IBL) (previously
and interchangeably called “discovery learning”, “constructivist learning”, and “problembased learning”) is a method of learning based on a now outdated understanding of cognitive
architecture (Sweller, 2021). The theory centres around the premise that humans are
inherently problem-solving creatures, and that capitalising on the brain’s problem-solving
cognitive habits leads to superior learning outcomes. Inquiry-based learning was one of the
first non-traditional approaches to learning that disrupted the long-held pedagogical models
that are still dominant in the education space (Khalaf, 2018). To first understand the
fundamentals of IBL, and the subsequent flaws and practical implications, we must first
understand its defining features as compared to those of traditional learning.
Traditional Learning
While definitions vary, traditional learning is typically seen as having the following
characteristics.
•

Divided into two stages, encoding and decoding, followed by a term
examination to evaluate student performance outcomes (Hall, 2002; Johnson,
1991).

•

The teacher talks for most of the time, usually with whole class participation,
rather than individual or group activities (Rashty, 2003).

•

The teaching is driven by a fixed curriculum, independent of the learner’s
gradual development of knowledge (Rashty, 2003).
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Lessons are dictated by the teacher on the underlying assumption that the
teacher knows what is best for the students (Austin et al., 2001).

Traditional learning faces criticism for encouraging superficial learning and increased
memorisation (Biggs, 1996), which creates future setbacks for students, especially for
practical science and problem-solving (Entwistle & Tait, 1995). Traditional learning is
thought to fail students in facilitating depth of knowledge mastery (Khalaf, 2018) with some
scholars outright stating that traditional learning is no longer effective in the educational field
(Kiraly, 2005). IBL is described to overcome the problems of teacher-centric models
(Barrow, 2006). Unfortunately, the implementation and outcomes of IBL are extremely
varied (Khalaf, 2018) with low consistency between studies (Rönnebeck et al., 2016). While
this makes a consistent list of characteristics challenging, the following seem to be typical
core features of IBL models.
•

IBL tends to involve problem-solving or testing of a hypothesis with
evaluation of the findings (Pedaste et al., 2012; Pedaste & Sarapuu, 2006).

•

Learners formulate explanations based on evidence to do with a subject and
then communicate them in some form (Dewey, 1933).

In practice, these core features are adapted in countless ways with more specific
models and frameworks. The implementation of IBL varies depending on culture, institution,
age group, and domain, to name a few (Khalaf, 2018).
Problems With Inquiry-Based Learning
At present, the constructivist school of thought, favouring inquiry-based learning, and the
cognitivist school, favouring cognitive load theory, are almost mutually exclusive. Sweller
(2021) directly states that “based on both theory and data, there is little justification for the
current emphasis on inquiry learning”, in an executive summary titled “Why Inquiry-Based
Approaches Harm Students’ Learning”. Although various studies have demonstrated
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improvements in student motivation, depth of learning, and student engagement through
using IBL (Khalaf, 2018), these results are often inconsistent. To date, clear benefits of IBL
have not been empirically demonstrated (Sweller, 2021), despite the concept gaining
widespread popularity and adoption (Sundberg et al., 2005). However, the potential utility of
IBL principles and approaches may be relatively unexplored as the vast majority of studies
investigating IBL are focused on institutional implementation.
There are many documented barriers for the institutional implementation of IBL.
Some of the most significant and prevalent barriers revolve around the extensive level of
teacher training to implement IBL with any success (Dorier & Maab, 2012), causing
considerable variability depending on the facilitator. For example, in a recent meta-analysis,
IBL approaches were found to improve motivation and engagement for science teaching, but
the need for strong teacher training was noted as a major factor (Areepattamannil et al.,
2020). Though barriers are largely still present and methods of consistently overcoming them
have not been reported, this review is focused on non-institutional, individual implications of
research. The following are limitations of IBL that have been suggested to impact an
individual student attempting to independently apply IBL into their own practice.
•

Students may lack sufficient intrinsic motivation to engage in correct IBL
processes (Krajcik et al., 1994). This has been predominantly reported for
middle school–aged students.

•

Students may lack the skills to properly engage in IBL, either in investigating
problems sufficiently or synthesising ideas to engage in appropriate
discussions or explanations (Edelson et al., 1999; Krajcik et al., 1998).

Consilient Hypothesis
Inquiry-based learning faces significant challenges to its theoretical and empirical basis.
While traditional learning is certainly antiquated, IBL does not seem to be a strong, evidence-
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based direction forward at this time. However, almost all of the criticism for IBL is from its
institutional applications. Constantinou et al. (2018) remark that IBL approaches have been
misconstrued as narrowly a framework for teaching, instead of the broader encouragement of
learner engagement through observation, analysis, and problem-solving. We hypothesise that
elements of IBL can be used to facilitate optimal intrinsic cognitive load for students through
our studying system. Our preliminary results show great promise to this bridging approach.
Impact of Note-taking Strategies
Primarily, note-taking is seen as serving two benefits (Di Vesta & Gray, 1972). Firstly, they
serve as a storage of information for future reference. Secondly, note-taking induces various
levels of deeper processing and knowledge encoding (Kiewra, 1989). It has been empirically
demonstrated that variations in note-taking style and technique, including longhand versus
typed forms, significantly influence the level of encoding and quality of learning (Peper &
Mayer, 1978; Peters, 1972). The same techniques can also vary in effect between individuals
and conditions (Mueller & Oppenheimer, 2014; Peverly et al., 2007).
How Note-taking Affects Performance
Many students are told by their lecturers to take notes during class. However, the method of
note-taking and the cognitive process that occurs before the pen touches paper or the
keyboard is pressed can have dramatic effects.
A classic study by Peters (1972) found that note-taking during lectures was correlated
with worse test performance. Whether the information was written, spoken slowly, or spoken
quickly in presentation did not change the overall negative effect of note-taking on test
scores. A later study by Peper and Mayer (1978) found the opposite: note-taking was
correlated with higher test performance regardless of presentation modality. Furthermore, a
positive effect of note-taking was demonstrated by Schoen (2012), with laptop-typed notetaking being the superior form. Notably, each of these studies had a low sample size, low
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statistical power, and the chance of an interference effect, as noted in an integrative review of
note-taking by Jansen et al. (2017).
Individual differences also have significant effects on note-taking. Students receive a
greater benefit from note-taking when their cognitive abilities and working memory scores
are higher (Berliner, 1971; Kiewra & Benton, 1988; Kiewra et al., 1987; Peverly et al., 2007),
with those at lower levels of performance potentially not benefiting at all (Berliner, 1971;
Peper & Mayer, 1978). The effect of individual variance regarding the ability to tolerate high
cognitive load and create mental models has not been sufficiently studied. However, existing
evidence suggests a significant influence on the success of note-taking (Bui & McDaniel,
2015). In other words, note-taking skills used by top students may be ineffective for other
students who lack the fundamental cognitive processes to benefit from them. In these cases, it
is reasonable to suggest that these fundamental processes should be trained first.
Typed Versus Longhand Note-taking
Studies on taking notes for informationally complex topics, such as during lectures where
students are exposed to a high rate of information transfer, show that typed note-taking is
superior to longhand note-taking for short-term memory (Bui et al., 2013; Schoen, 2012).
Presumably, this is due to typing being faster than longhand note-taking. However, this
conclusion is not so straightforward. Famously, Mueller and Oppenheimer (2014) found
longhand note-taking to be superior to typed note-taking. An extension of this study by
Morehead et al. (2019) concluded that there was no significant difference between longhand
and typed note-taking on memory performance for both the short- and long-term. Further
still, a systematic review by H. H. Yang et al. (2020) on the effect of digital note-taking in the
classroom found insufficient evidence on the superiority of digital or longhand note-taking
with several theories and frameworks to support either modality. The authors identified a
range of economic, software, and hardware limitations to digital note-taking and a distinct
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lack of empirical studies to show superiority of one form over another. Presently, the question
of which form of note-taking is superior remains unanswered. However, many seemingly
contradictory findings can potentially be reconciled by considering cognitive load as a
significant influencer on encoding and memory, which will be discussed later.
Structuring Notes
Some students believe that writing lots of notes is superior to writing fewer notes. This advice
is anecdotally echoed by teachers, with some even enforcing students to write copious notes
during and after class. Unfortunately, this generalised and grossly unsupported advice is more
likely to be detrimental than beneficial.
While some studies show that transcribed, verbatim-style note-taking is superior to
structured and more processed note-taking for short-term memory, this effect is reversed with
delayed testing (Bui et al., 2013). Similarly, most other studies have found that structured
notes with clear outlines and greater organisation are superior (Bretzing & Kulhavy, 1979;
Bui & McDaniel, 2015; Kauffman et al., 2011; Peverly et al., 2013). The impact of note
structure on learning quality seemed to vary in differing modalities of information delivery
(spoken versus written), types of organisation and outline, and content difficulty. The effect
on knowledge retention and retrieval accuracy may be diminished or disappear entirely when
students have more time to revise their notes (Katayama & Robinson, 2000).
Ultimately, empirical research has not thoroughly examined the effect of different
types of structures, quality of structures, learning modalities, and content difficulties. Thus,
the current state of evidence is far from sufficient to conclude the superiority of one form of
structure over another. Current research suggests that the most appropriate structure will
differ depending on the other factors present in the learning event. In alignment with this
view, we hypothesise that improving metacognition around note-taking structures and self-
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regulatory capacities around adapting the structure to fit the dynamics of the learning event
results in positive effects on knowledge retention and level of mastery.
Note Content
In the systematic review by Jansen et al. (2017), higher note quality was significantly
correlated with higher knowledge retention and test performance. Conversely, verbatim notes
were correlated with lower retention due to reduced processing and encoding of information.
Controversially, due to the nature of measuring note quality, most studies use
potentially inaccurate proxy measures of note quality, such as the number of factual
statements in a set of notes. Confounding variables such as the usage of non-verbal notetaking techniques and spatial arrangement are not accounted for, nor is there much
consideration of multiple intervention interference effects. Research on the impact that the
actual content of notes has on learning, compared to other processes that occur in the
studying system, such as prior knowledge, level of semantic priming, and usage of
information beyond immediate recall, has not been sufficiently evaluated. It should be
particularly noted that the superior level of recall found when information was included in
notes was consistently around 40 to 50% (Aiken et al., 1975; Einstein et al., 1985; Peper &
Mayer, 1986). Although this percentage of retention is much higher than the 6 to 12% found
with information that was not included in notes, it still indicates a considerable degree of
knowledge decay. The effect of note-taking techniques on knowledge decay in their ability to
improve encoding has previously been shown; however, there are no established techniques
or guidelines on how to write notes to reduce the rate of forgetting. Hypotheses based on
existing empirical findings are discussed later.
Importantly, there is a general lack of modern studies examining the effect of note
content and quality on retention. The absence of more recent studies is likely to be pertinent
given the considerable shift in curriculums, assessment styles, and student climates over the
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last 40 years (Schleicher, 2018). Furthermore, measuring the effectiveness of note-taking
relative to proxy measures of learning such as assessment results is particularly contentious
given the indication that current assessments can even be harmful to students (Mayes &
Howell, 2018).
Explaining Note-taking with CLT
So far, the evidence on note-taking is sparse, lacking in sufficient empirical support, often
contradictory, seemingly highly susceptible to interference effects, and in many cases, simply
outdated or statistically underpowered. Naturally, these problems make it difficult to form a
clear picture of the effects and factors that influence how note-taking can facilitate efficient
learning practice.
Impressively, many of the disparate findings on note-taking can be unified with CLT
(Plass et al., 2010). To an extent, individuals who can handle higher levels of cognitive load
can encode more and therefore improve their memory and subsequent test performance,
while supra-optimal cognitive loads cause performance to suffer. As Jansen et al. (2017)
state, by analysing the cognitive load capacity of an individual as well as the level of
cognitive load induced by a task, “we can make more fine-grained predictions about when
note-taking improves performance on memory tests”.
Current evidence strongly supports this conclusion with similar findings across an
enormous range of studies in CLT (Hilbert & Renkl, 2009; Olive & Barbier, 2017; Renkl,
2014; Svinicki, 2017; Sweller, 2016b). For example, one study by Casteleyn et al. (2013)
investigated the effect of graphics and multimedia in presentations on learning outcomes.
Across 155 university students, the usage of multimedia in teaching presentations and
learning material did not create a significant difference in cognitive load or actual knowledge
gain. Notably, participants subjectively preferred presentations with more graphics though it
had no objective impact. This observation mirrors the illusion of fluency previously discussed
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in that student preferences are not an accurate predictor of actual efficacy. It also supports the
theory that encoding and the facilitation of cognitive load are not easy to measure and control
externally if the student lacks the independent skill to engage in proper encoding processes.
To elucidate the function of cognitive load in note-taking, Jansen et al. (2017) identify
five types of load that are typically induced by note-taking techniques:
1. Comprehending the lecture material
2. Identifying key points
3. Linking the material to prior knowledge and prior notes
4. Paraphrasing or summarising
5. Transforming to written form
Given the inconclusive state of note quality and nuances of note structuring, we
suggest that to allow these five types the highest chance for accuracy, “written form” should
be interpreted broadly as the documentation of ideas, which may not be limited to verbal
expression.
In summary, Jansen et al. (2017) posit that note-taking that creates sufficient,
tolerable cognitive load while preventing cognitive overload produces the highest level of
performance. This explains many of the discrepancies in findings from empirical studies so
far. However, validating this hypothesis is incredibly challenging due to the difficulty of
directly measuring cognitive load, analysing individual tolerances for cognitive load, and the
moderating influences of different test types, test timings, and varying complexities of
knowledge manipulation (e.g. simple fact recall versus multi-relational HOL).
A Potential System
Based on the available evidence, the best method of note-taking depends on the desired
outcome. Techniques for students with high tolerance for cognitive load would be vastly
different to students whose cognitive load capacities must be trained and extended.
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Objectives
As our goal is to allow as many students as possible to study to a level of efficiency, the
following objectives should be set:
•

Increase a student’s capacity for cognitive load

•

Improve a student’s ability to self-regulate cognitive load for techniques

•

Equip the student with a technique that creates an optimum level of cognitive load
Attributes

Furthermore, to be as empirically supported as possible, the technique should prioritise the
following attributes:
•

A high level of clear organisation and processing

•

Time-efficiency for use in varying rates of information transfer (e.g. fast lectures
versus written sources)

•

Preferably leveraging the benefits and convenience of digital note-taking while
mitigating distractions and the potential for reducing cognitive load below optimum.
To our knowledge, there is no note-taking system that has been designed and

subsequently instructed with all of these considerations optimised.
The iCanStudy Program: A Novel Learning System
So far, we have examined the nature of human memory with emphasis on human cognitive
architecture and the role of cognitive load theory, the benefits and limitations of spaced
retrieval practice, the current state of science regarding inquiry-based learning, and the
relationship between note-taking and cognitive load. In this section, we will bridge these
domains together into a single studying system that leverages off the strengths of each, while
mitigating their limitations. We describe a novel and precise combination of theories and
frameworks, a brief history of the system’s development, and preliminary findings on
effectiveness.
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We consider our program to be a cognitive retraining program to teach a fully
integrated system of learning that is based on the latest research and refined through
extensive testing. The cognitive retraining component refers to creating new cognitive habits
and skills for processing information, monitoring judgements, and learning strategies. For the
sake of developing self-sustainable learners, self-regulation, self-modification, and habit
formation of core processes are necessary. To our best knowledge, the program is
characteristically novel and unique for the following reasons:
•

The program is more of a revolution than an evolution. It addresses learning
from a deep understanding of the latest research, instead of iterating on
existing norms that may be fundamentally misdirected. This makes our
techniques significantly different from conventional studying techniques and
also more efficient. We theorise that the emphasis on correct encoding and reencoding, instead of heavy spacing and retrieval is a major reason for our
approach’s efficiency.

•

The theoretical basis is consilient. This means the program draws on research
across multiple domains that could influence either the learning outcome
directly or the facilitation of self-sustainable learner development, including
mindset, learning, productivity, mental health, blended learning, and
behavioural analysis.

•

The system is fully integrated and end-to-end. To our knowledge, it is the first
fully-integrated system of techniques that have been tested in real-world
settings to achieve a high level of consistency and predictability. All of its
individual components and techniques are designed to complement, augment,
or mitigate deficiencies of other techniques and components within the
system.
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It is ahead of the research on learning science with respect to learner-centric
study skills and self-regulation. We estimate that our learning system is
approximately 50 years ahead of the research space, based on predicted future
research volume and historical adoption trends. This is primarily because our
own practical observations and rate of trialling were faster than the research
being released, as we were unrestricted by the research-practice delays that are
inherent to peer-reviewed publication of data. The latest research continually
supports the methods we have developed while increasingly identifying
problems with conventional techniques.

•

The results are highly replicable. Our comprehensive training methodology
and approach to technology usage allow for consistent and reliable large-scale
training of the system to a high level of execution fidelity.

•

The system is cross-domain and transferable. Our system is fundamentally
concerned with generic-cognitive skills training and can be applied to any
form of declarative memory and knowledge acquisition, making it beneficial
for an enormous range of learning applications.

Our studying system is named the “Bear Hunter System” (BHS) in reference to the
evolutionary theory of human cognition which is shared in fundamental principle between
inquiry-based learning and cognitive load theory. The system is divided into discrete steps
with each step designed to facilitate a specific series of cognitive processes. Students are
introduced to each subsequent step progressively, once sufficient mastery has been obtained
for the prior step. Though the stages of learner development loosely follow the previously
mentioned stages of skills acquisition set by VanLehn (1996), to the best of our knowledge,
there is no current system that consistently navigates secondary or tertiary students through
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these stages in real-world settings, or any system in general that incorporates IBL principles,
chunking, best-practice note-taking, and intrinsic cognitive load optimisation.
By following the following steps, our students are taught to engage in the following
sequence of activities with a high level of procedural fluency and fidelity.
1. Identification of key words and terminology for the topic to be studied.
2. Usage of inquiry to drive spontaneous self-explanations that lead towards the
formation of main chunks. The focus of inquiry is split between (a) evaluating
the relationship between concepts and (b) questions examining the functional
or conceptual importance of a concept. We refer to this process of inquiry
which is restricted to a select few domain-transferrable questions as “restricted
inquiry”.
3. Usage of the same restricted inquiry processes to clearly identify relationships
between concepts and chunks, with evaluation of relationships to assign strict
relative priority.
4. Non-linear representation of these ideas and relationships using visualisation
such as illustrations to supplement verbal expression where appropriate.
5. Repeating of restricted inquiry with separation of isolated elements into
separate methods for spaced retrieval or rote-memorisation.
The core features of the BHS involve all of the following:
•

The usage of restricted inquiry to identify commonalities between concepts,
resulting in chunks;

•

Strict prioritisation of relationships using restricted inquiry;

•

Multi-staged development of knowledge while learning material, based on the
gradual development of domain-specific cognitive schemas;

•

Subsequent representation of schemas through non-linear note-taking.
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Theoretical Basis for the Bear Hunter System
The BHS promotes non-linear, recursive encoding of information with constant application of
restricted inquiry. Through the sequential activation of explicit and well-defined steps (not
outlined in full in this document), the entire learning process is divided into progressive subprocesses. This sequential and compartmentalised approach improves the likelihood that the
knowledge generated can be applied correctly in novel contexts, without learners being
confused by the correct procedure for solving or encoding information (Renkl, 2014). Each
step of the process helps to support the activation of beneficial cognitive effects and HOTS,
while reducing detrimental cognitive effects or extraneous load. The following examples of
BHS elements provide a brief insight into some of the notable considerations:
•

The split-attention effect is reduced through the collection of key terminology into a
single source via a specific technique designed to reduce working memory load
requirements.

•

Restricted inquiry reduces redundancy effects and leverages the environmental
organising and linking principle.

•

Following restricted inquiry with chunking and non-linear note-taking helps to
facilitate generative learning and spontaneous self-explanations.

•

Information is learned in the order that is deemed most relevant by the student, based
on their self-perceived areas of greatest curiosity which is informed by the schema
that was created in an earlier step. Though information is sometimes learned out of
order in relation to the material, we argue that the information is learned in the
correct order when viewed in relation to what is most likely to be effectively encoded
at any given time. The hypothesis is that cognitive overload can be prevented by
minimising element interactivity and unnecessary elements through self-identifying
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material that feels the most necessary, based on a basic means-end strategy whereby
the answers to restricted inquiry are set as the goal outcome.
•

Non-linear encoding of information creates a recursive, multi-stage development of
knowledge that is deeply processed.

•

The usage of restricted inquiry facilitates generative learning and activation of the
forward testing effect by incorporating spaced retrieval between each stage of
knowledge mastery development.

•

Based on the expertise reversal effect, high element interactivity, which induces a
high working memory load, can be reduced by greater domain expertise. Following
the BHS procedure, domain expertise is increased through a layered approach of
progressive detail and knowledge complexity. Learners are taught to engage in
HOTS from an early stage of learning, progressively developing the more detailed
lower-order knowledge retention. As HOTS across a broad topic creates change in
general knowledge schemas, as opposed to lower-order thinking which is isolated in
nature, this approach utilises similar total levels of cognitive load and abides by the
narrow limits of change principle. We have found that this “reverse thinking”
approach that prioritises HOL chronologically before lower-order thinking and
knowledge mastery produces learning efficiency, ultimately allowing learners to
attain higher-levels of knowledge mastery in a shorter time, without sacrificing
lower-order knowledge competency.

•

As the restricted inquiry process constantly aims to create simplified chunks, we
hypothesise that working memory limitations during encoding can be functionally
overcome through frequent cycles of encoding and retrieval, utilising the brain’s
much less load-restricted ability to retrieve high volumes of knowledge. We also
hypothesise that layered encoding and retrieval cycles following the reverse thinking
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approach above reduces the quantity of isolated elements that need to be memorised
by rote, which can subsequently reduce unnecessary additional revision time during
future spaced repetitions.
To our knowledge, the following aspects are novel and have not been described in
either the research literature or presented commercially:
•

The usage of a restricted inquiry process to create chunks, which functionally
bypass working memory limits;

•

Increase in intrinsic cognitive load and facilitation of explicit spontaneous
self-explanation using restricted inquiry processes;

•

Prevention of cognitive overload through reduction of unnecessary or isolated
elements via learner-led, multi-staged, non-linear knowledge development;

•

Non-linear mind map-style note-taking primarily focused on the visual
prioritisation of relationships between chunks formed through restricted
inquiry.

•

Reversing the priority of HOL and lower-order learning as chronological steps
of a learning system.

Results From Trials
Coaching the ability for self-explanations has been found to be somewhat effective, though
not explored through comprehensive, multi-factor programs (Bielaczyc et al., 1995; Stark et
al., 2002). When looking at transferability across domains, current research has not found that
cognitive-generic skills improve learners’ performance in far transfer domains (Ritchie et al.,
2015; Sweller, 2016a; Tricot & Sweller, 2014). Due to this current lack of evidence, Sweller
(2020) notes that “we need to look elsewhere for effective instructional procedures”. When
students are supported to interrelate multiple different information sources, outcomes are
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better, though it is not yet known what procedure is best to support this (Renkl, 2014).
Therefore, the effective results from our BHS are novel.
We taught the BHS to 797 students from predominantly Australian secondary schools
between December 2020 and October 2021 through the iCanStudy™ online program. The
program involves online courses, group coaching through video call for two hours per month,
brief feedback on work every month (seven minutes on average per student, per month), and
numerous unmeasured engagement points through an online Discord Community.
A baseline data survey was introduced after approximately the first six months.
Results were recorded from 364 students on the iCanStudy course. Of these, 70.3% had used
active recall and 60.9% had used spaced repetition, while only 8.0% had attempted to use
cognitive load theory. The quality of execution before joining the course was not assessed;
however, it is reasonable to predict a very high level of procedural variation. The average
self-reported studying efficiency was 43.3% with a median of 45.0%, and 59.3% reported
moderate to significant procrastination. The average hours spent studying per week,
excluding school time, was 24.1 hours with a median of 21 hours. The average self-reported
retention after one week was 51.2% with a median of 50%. Fifty-seven percent of students
typically received test scores of 85% or lower, while 17.6% typically received above 95%.
Table 1 shows the results of a survey taken at intermittent checkpoints throughout the
program. Note that this data is taken at each group in a between-group analysis, rather than
within-subject analysis. An improved method of data collection and technical infrastructure is
currently under development to allow for more comprehensive metrics, including the capacity
for within-subject and multi-variate analyses. Unfortunately, due to a technical incident, some
early course data of approximately 400 students were deleted from our servers, which have
not yet been recovered.
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As the results show, there is a consistent improvement in procrastination, efficiency,
test results, and academic confidence. It should be remembered that students tend to
overestimate their actual retention (Koriat & Bjork, 2005); however, as all results are also
self-reported, we can consider any relative change to be equally biased. In reality, improved
metacognition while progressing through the course may reduce overestimation. This has not
been verified.
Stage (estimated weeks on course) [Number of
respondents]
Technique
Training (4 to
8) [251]

Basecamp (24
to 35) [76]

Camp Two
(42 to 50) [40]

Students rating “somewhat less”,
“significantly less” or “minimal”
procrastination

77.3%

97.3%

100%

Average self-reported retention
after one week

70.7%

84.9%

86.9%

Self-reported improvement in
efficiency of at least 30%

66.5%

96.1%

97.5%

Self-reported improvement in
efficiency of at least double

27.9%

90.8%

90.0%

Students who sat a recent
assessment and received over 90%

60.9%

71.2%

90.0%

Students who feel “significantly
more” confident about achieving
their academic goals

45.8%

71.1%

70.0%

Table 1: Progression of student metrics throughout the course

Future Plans
Learning is a complex cognitive phenomenon whereby sensory information is stored in our
memory in such a way that this information can be retrieved, manipulated, and applied.
Although advancements in educational research in the last few decades have significantly
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elucidated how learning occurs, much of the research remains fragmented or isolated.
Furthermore, much of the research does not take into consideration pragmatic variables such
as the limited time available for learners and depth of knowledge mastery achieved by
learning strategies. Research on learning science tends to focus on educators’ perspectives,
and many branches of educational research are yet to be well consolidated.
There are several key challenges in consolidating the current isolated findings across
learning strategies. Findings often do not measure against a standardised or empirically
validated metric. The variation and contestability of outcome measures make meta-analyses
and systematic reviews difficult to conduct or interpret. The generalisability of findings is
limited to the scope of the metrics and strict, often lab-based and unrealistic, parameters of
the study. Despite constant research on the contextual effectiveness of isolated learning
strategies, we are facing diminishing returns on our ability to answer the pragmatic question
of “which learning strategies are most efficient for a learner to achieve their learning goals?”
Due to a lack of existing research focus on time efficiency and knowledge mastery, as
well as the lack of presently validated standardised metric for meta-analyses and comparative
reviews, we will be producing reports on our results so that not only can individual learners
be empowered to accurately assess their own learning strategies, but educators and
researchers will be able to compare different techniques and strategies against each other.
History of System Development
This section will outline the chronological progression of system development. The record
below is a reflective documentation of the history and rationale for our approaches, rather
than an academic or technical record. It is written in response to a growing number of
individuals who have expressed interest in the developmental history of iCanStudy™,
considering the unconventional nature of our approaches. Numbers and dates are given as
approximations based on best recollection but may differ slightly to actual figures.
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Chronology of Events
•

In 2011 and 2012, Justin Sung relied heavily on spaced retrieval and
flashcards. The literature on effective learning was superficially reviewed and
Justin began tutoring students independently.

•

In 2013, Justin completed a certification in tertiary teaching and learning,
exposing him to the ideas of metacognition and threshold concepts. These
ideas intrigued him as they offered perspectives on learning that he had
previously not prioritised or strongly considered.

•

Following this, Justin read more on the literature of threshold concepts and
began to apply them to his own practice. During this time, he started noticing
the issues with spaced repetition–dependent studying techniques among his
students. Combined with his stronger understanding of threshold concepts, he
investigated methods to allow students to uncover threshold concepts more
easily and quickly.

•

In 2015, Justin had delved into the ideas of encoding and retrieval and the
cognitive architectural basis for memory. Some basic techniques were derived
to try to facilitate this; however, positive effects on learning efficiency were
not consistent and coaching was very time-consuming and intensive. By the
end of 2015, the idea of using inquiry-based learning to induce cognitive load
was hypothesised.

•

By 2017, with more experience working with students and experimenting on
his own studies, some guidelines were hypothesised for combining the usage
of chunking and inquiry-based learning principles that had not been described
in the literature. By this point, component techniques had been taught to and
evaluated across approximately 500 students.
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In 2018, Justin developed a “seek-and-receive” technique centred around
inquiry-based chunking to optimise cognitive load. By the end of 2018, the
problems of cognitive overload, the intrinsic motivation of students, and
problems with the far transfer of skills became clearly apparent. At this point,
the overwhelming majority of students were unable to master the seek-andreceive technique to a level of superiority above their conventional techniques.
By the end of 2018, approximately 250 additional students were evaluated on
the seek-and-receive technique.

•

By 2019, some of the nuanced effects of cognitive load were considered, and
restrictions were created on inquiry. Stricter guidelines on chunking were
developed to more explicitly instruct students on the correct procedure.
Though this helped, still the results were inconsistent and many of his students
were unable to master the technique. By the end of 2019, approximately 1,500
additional students were taught variations of the component techniques with
results evaluated.

•

In early 2020, Justin hypothesised and eventually integrated the reverse
thinking approach of layered, multi-stage learning progression and
consolidated numerous separate techniques that he had been teaching,
including the concept of non-linear learning based on inquiry. Guidelines on
restricted inquiry were made stricter and the technique was reframed with
chunking and relational processing as the primary outcome priority. The
system of techniques was then tiered with progressions of skill development to
enhance the scalable and accurate training of this system to others. This form
of development was far more consistent, with most students able to achieve
superior outcomes with intensive coaching. By mid-2020, approximately 500
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additional students had been evaluated with the now consolidated system and
teaching method with acceptably consistent results.
•

In mid-2020, an online course for this system was created. The majority of
students who did not have the intrinsic motivation for an online course were
unable to master the technique, though results through coaching were now
consistently high. Approximately 400 students went through this early stage
course.

•

In late 2020, iCanStudy™ was founded, and a fully blended learning
experience was designed as a scalable balance of coaching and online lessons.
Results from students were highly predictable and consistent. At this point, the
decision was made for scalable commercialisation without the need for
significant changes to the core techniques or teaching methodology. Results
from the first 700 students were evaluated with high levels of consistency in
achieving results.

Current Focuses for Delivery Optimisation
By early 2022, over 4,000 students had joined the iCanStudy™ program. New problems with
training consistency were observed among this larger population of diverse learners. More
prominently, rushing, whereby learners progressed through learning techniques without
sufficient practice, and selective learning, whereby learners opted not to learn or practice
certain principles or techniques had been clearly identified as major moderating factors for
success. Learners who demonstrated rushing and selective learning were up to nine times
more likely to fail to develop competency with the system than those who did not.
Additional measures were introduced to optimise program outcomes and prevent
rushing and selective learning through clear sign-posting; activity-based course progression;
time-based lesson “dripping”; gamification and incentives for correct practice; new activities,
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quizzes, and lessons on correct progression and practice methods; and lesson reframing and
restructuring to create looped pathways where rushing behaviour could be directed without
detriment. As of August 2022, approximately 80% of learners are able to achieve system
competency and attain predicted results. Further research and data collection is necessary to
monitor progress long-term and across larger population sizes.
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